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	 A normal day in the shire would be described as “lovely” or “peaceful” and that is to 

be expected, for if I told you what the shire was like, you would answer as “Oh! I know! It’s 

a place where hobbits live!” and you would be correct. The shire is a place where hobbits 

live, it is a place where bees, birds, and other animals live aswell. It is a place of comfort 

and soothing relaxation. The sounds you often hear are hobbits bartering in the markets, 

the wheels of the carts, and the hooves of the ponies trudging them. One of the most 

common sounds though, are the children, or as we call them, young hobbits. They often 

play near the markets where their parents are trying to sell their goods, or near the fields 

where the rest of their families work hard to earn a coin or two. 


Most young hobbits have curly brown hair, and pointed ears. Some of them have blue eyes 

to match their blond hair, or brown hair to match their blue or brown eyes. What is very rare, 

is to meet a hobbit with red hair, and most “regular” hobbits teased the red headed ones. 

Some say, “Tomato head!” or “Spaghetti locks!” Usually when older hobbits are teased, the 

teasers make a big deal out of certain facts saying, “Your ears are too short” or “Your hair is 

too straight.” But young hobbits minds are not aware that they are different, nor the fact 

that people would tease them. 




Two of these red headed hobbits were known as Weave and Lattern, or the Caroty twins, 

for the fact that their hair was red. These two hobbits were extremely witty, and their bright 

blue eyes showed they were curious, and full of joy. Weave, being the girl, loved fashion, 

and though her hair was red, she always found something to wear. Most seamstresses 

weren’t used to making dresses for red headed hobbits. Lattern, the boy, was full of 

mischief, and loved to tease. One of his favorite people to tease, was none other than 

Gandalf the grey. Gandalf lived up to his name, for he had a mane of gray hair, and a beard 

to go with it. He was a wizard, but this wasn’t obvious. His wrinkled face, and large nose, 

he looked like any old man. But his gleaming eyes, and his warm comforting smile gave 

away his wisdom, and his profession, if thats what you call it, was not easy to discern. As a 

wizard, Gandalf was without a home, or actual employment. So who was Gandalf? Maybe 

no one will ever know. But that is another story, that maybe someone else will tell. 


This story however, is about a key part in the story 1st written by Bilbo Baggins a hobbit of 

the shire and friend to Gandalf, and is before the time occurred when Gandalf started his 

journey with Bilbo Baggins to the lonely mountain. Without this part of the story, who knows 

what could have happened. So many questions we have for Bilbo and his companions, and 

they may be answered one day. For now, I can answer three questions that maybe you’ve 

been wanting to know. Why did Gandalf choose a hobbit? Why did Gandalf ride on a cart to 

the shire? And how did Gandalf meet Beorn the shape shifter? Thankfully, I may be able to 



help you make sense of these events, and I hope you might enjoy my little story, of why 

these things were chosen. (~Abigail F.)





	 Our story starts with Gandalf blowing smoke rings from his pipe. With concentration, 


Gandalf was able to make a whole forest, complete with birds in the trees. It was not easy 

though, to make such pictures with the smoke. But after many tries, he chuckled happily at 

his moving picture. His giddiness was interrupted but two giggling hobbits, with bright red 

hair. Their bright eyes shone as they whispered into each others ears. The first hobbit, you 

could tell was obviously a girl. She had long curly locks, that matched perfectly with her 



blue dress, making her blue eyes look even more blue. Her skin was pale, and she had 

rose-y red cheeks. The boy hobbit was the opposite, his dirty overalls, freckles, tousled 

locks, tanned skin, and muddy stockings showed that his personality was rough and


mischievous. The only thing he and his sister had in common, were their eyes and hair. 

Their eyes shone similarly with a mix of mischief and curiosity, One could assume they were 

related, Besides the fact that they both had red hair. Gandalf sat there for a second, 

noticing that the children were motioning towards him. His eyes gleamed as they stepped 

closer, and they giggled when they started looking at Gandalf’s head. At first, Gandalf was 

puzzled. What could possibly cause their laughter? But when he couldn’t guess, he 

continued smoking his pipe, calmly puffing out perfect rings. After whispering a few more 

minutes, Lattern decided to step forward. “Mr.Gandalf sir,” he said with wide eyes, and a 

wide grin. “I have a question.” after finishing the sentence, Lattern looked back at Weave, 

and she nodded after looking behind her. Gandalf was surprised to hear that the child had a 

question about him. Maybe it was about his travels! Or perhaps about the places and 

people he had met! “Yes lad. What is it you’d like to hear?” Weave broke out into a grin, 

then before Lattern could say anything, Weave burst out and said, “Do you have the ability 

to change the color of your hair?!” Gandalf’s brow furrowed. His hair? He knew a few spells 

on how to change the color of light. But change the color of…...hair? “Um….I am not sure I 

heard that correctly. Can you say that again?” As Weave repeated her question, Lattern 

tilted his head to the side, and squinted at Gandalf, as if he was imagining him without a 



beard. “I do not believe I can change the color of my….” Gandalf glanced down at his dull 

locks of grey aged hair. “.....hair. May I ask why you ask child?” Weave giggled as she 

responded. “Because your hair is grey!” Gandalf wasn’t sure how to respond, so he said his 

words slowly, and firmly. “What’s the matter with grey hair?” Lattern and Weave looked at 

each other as if they didn’t know the right thing to say, or if the words they were thinking 

were un-polite. Weave whispered something to Lattern, then Lattern nodded in agreement. 

“You know sir, grey hair is not in..” Gandalf’s brow furrowed “What do you mean child?” 

What did ‘in’ mean anyways? Did she not finish her sentence? “”In” as in “in fashion”. In my 

classes of fashion, and sewing, grey hair describes a person as….” Weave stopped talking, 

then glanced at Lattern. “What she means is Mr.Gandalf sir, is that the hair by itself makes 

you look...old.” Lattern cleared his throat, to cover up a chuckle. Gandalf’s eyes grew wide. 

Not thinking of his hair often, he hardly was told what others thought of it. “I’ve never really 

thought about my hair.” he said as he laid his hand tenderly on his head. “And I don’t intend 

to change the color.” Weave stood in thought for a moment, as if thinking of something 

rather than dying Gandalf’s hair. Then her eyes lit up in excitement. “You could get a hat!” 

she said happily. Weave pointed at the market. “There are plenty of stores that sell hats.” 

she said pensively. Weave glanced at Lattern for just a second, then looked at Gandalf 

beaming. “You would look great in azure!” Gandalf looked at Weave with a bewildered 

expression. “She means blue.” Lattern said rolling his eyes. “Like my overalls.” He said 

pointing to his dirty overalls, which may have been blue at one time. “Not just blue!” Weave 



said “Azure! Doesn’t that sound lovely Mister Gand-” Just then, Weave was caught short by 

a feminine voice from afar. “Laaaaaatttttern! don’t tell me you broke Aunt Vivi’s vase again!” 

then the voice quieted, as if she was talking to herself. “I oughta punish that little tinker…” 

Lattern’s eyes grew wide, then he did a little bow before taking Weave’s hand, and running 

off towards the crowd, trying to blend in for hope not to be caught by the furious mother. 

Gandalf chuckled, then thought about Weave’s azure remark. A hat? Why would Gandalf 

want a hat. After all, when did he care about his head, or what he was wearing.


As the days in the shire passed on, the sun grew brighter, and stronger than usual. Most of 

the hobbit’s wore hats, to protect their scalps from being scorched by the broiling sun. 

Gandalf sat under a tree that day, lost in thought of the words the two hobbits had said. 

“You could get a hat!” and  “Gray hair is old.” Gandalf was old. He was in fact believed to 

be older than the world itself, or even the whole universe for that matter. Though he still 

resembled a man about 60 years in age, and he didn’t want to be called “old” He wanted to 

be called  Gandalf The Grey as most others did these days. Was it  time for a change? Was 

it time for Gandalf the...old to be born?  No. It was not. He would find a hat. Not just the 

fact that he needed one, but so the thoughts in his head would settle. He got up from the 

tree’s shaded side, untied his pony, mounted, and headed off towards the market for a hat. 




Seeing all the hat shops available, all Gandalf could see were hats that were either too furry, 

had too many feathers, or didn’t fit his head. After all, a hobbit head is smaller than a 

wizards. Dismounting his pony, Gandalf lead the tired horse to a hobbit hole that was on the 

edge of the shire, behind the markets. Seeing that the horse was thirsty, he hoped for 

someone to be home. He lifted his hand to knock, but he found the door was cracked. It 

lead into a dim, dusty, hat shop. A few hats were displayed behind the counter, but nothing 

else. Leaning to the side, Gandalf looked into the room that was located to the right of the 

counter. As he drew closer to the room, he heard a faint cry that reminded him of weeping, 

though it was hardly a weep, more like weezing. Directing his gaze to his pony, he cleared 

his throat, and a few seconds later out came a hobbit. His face showed he was weeping, 

for it was red,  You could tell we was a very old Hobbit, with his wrinkled face, arched back, 

and lack of hair, which was white. And when he spoke, his voice sounded raspy, and deep, 

sort of as if he was struggling each time he spoke. “Can..I help you?” he said with his puffy 

eyes, and red wrinkled face. Gandalf wasn’t sure why his voice sounded so scratchy. Could 

it be his weeping, or maybe that's how his voice had always sounded. “I could not help but 

notice the fodder you had in the back of your garden, and having a exhausted pony-” 

Gandalf was cut short. “Yes yes…” The old hobbit said with a wave of his hand, and started 

walking towards the back of the shop, and passed through a opening which led to a 

garden. 




As the hobbit left, Gandalf looked around the shop. He saw shelves of top hats, a dead tree 

in the corner, lots of empty boxes, and…. A covering? On a shelf in the corner, there was a 

dusty brown covering. But what was it hiding? Gandalf tried to make out the shape, but it 

couldn’t be considered a shape. Maybe a triangle if it wasn’t so crooked, and deformed. He 

quickly turned his head towards the hobbit, which had walked in with a bucket of water, 

and a handful of hay. As the pony drank its fill, Gandalf asked the hobbit why he was 

weeping. “Nobody is left in my family. There is no hope for me!” saying this, the hobbit 

started ‘weezing’ again. “Hope for what? Your future? How can there be no hope?” Gandalf 

said. The hobbit dried his tears, then pointed to a dark sign above the counter that held 

many hats. It said “Madyrie”. “That was our families name. My father made me promise to 

pass it on for generations, and I have failed him!” Gandalf looked thoughtfully at the sign 

which held the name. “Your father's name it was?” Gandalf asked. “No. We held our 

mother’s name.” he blinked tears away. “She died of Malaria.” The hobbit pointed his boney 

finger at a picture frame on the wall, that had a crack in the glass. “Thats my mother.” The 

portrait was of a young female hobbit, with short curly hair, and a white bonnet over her 

head and a string attached that was tied delicately around her neck. “She died young. 

Malaria doesn’t give mercy.” Gandalf stared at the picture for awhile, then at the awkward 

covering beside it. “Pardon my curiosity, but what is that under the blanket; Next to the 

portrait.” it took awhile for the hobbit to spot the blanket, and after squinting for more than 

a minute, he hobbled over to the shelf next to the frame. He lifted the shape, then took off 



the covering, to reveal a blue, pointed, hat. It was a dull blue, that may have once been 

new, and brighter in days past, and it very much resembled the color azure, the color that 

Weave mentioned. “This hat was my fathers. He worked in the fields many days, and died 

there after 45 years of his labor.” The hobbit patted the hat, and dust flew in all directions. 

Gandalf coughed, then cleared his throat. “It does look a little big for a hobbit.” he said 

dryly. The hobbit nodded. “It is big because it doesn’t come from the shire.” Gandalf tilted 

his head in curiosity. “My father got it from his father. His father was a merchant who 

traveled to many lands.” he said. “Do you know where it comes from?” Gandalf asked. The 

hobbit took a handkerchief out of his pocket, then blew his nose. “No. But I remember my 

father always making up stories about the adventures of this hat, where it had been, things 

it had seen.” The hobbit held out the hat to Gandalf, and he looked at the hat in thought. He 

was clearly fascinated by the story. Then Gandalf had an amazing idea. “I can pass on your 

mother's name, in return for the beloved hat.” The hobbit at first looked like he was going to 

jerk the hat away, but then he glanced at Gandalf, then at the hat sadly. “I always thought I 

was going to be the one to have the adventures, but I guess it's too late.” As he said this, 

he followed Gandalf outside, and handed the hat to him as he mounted the pony. “It is 

never too late to dream, my friend.” Gandalf said, as he placed the hat on his head,”It is 

never too late to dream.” and with that, he started off towards the forest. 


__________________________________________________________________________________




Traveling to Rhosgobel was no hard trip for Gandalf. Knowing the path, it was easy for him. 

His friend Radagast The Brown had lived there for many years. He had many names, but 

Gandalf called him ‘A tender of beasts’.  For he loved animals, and animals loved him. He 

also liked plants, and you could tell because his house was covered in moss, and was tilted 

to the side because trees were sticking out the roof, and the roots of the trees were pouring 

out the sides. Some might have said he didn’t have the heart to kill the trees, therefore he 

built around them. Being a tender of beasts, there were lots of animals inside, and outside 

the house. Getting to the front door, was a chore. Gandalf had to step over a large tortoise 

to reach it. Before knocking (on the moss covered door), Gandalf noticed something was 

different but he couldn’t quite guess it until he looked at the tree above his head. Then It 

came to him! Where was the feed for the animals? There were no bird feeders, no clay 



bowls of nuts for the squirrels, and no trace of meat anywhere for the poor foxes. Gandalf’s 

brow furrowed, then he knocked, and when he heard a CLICK from the latch on the door 

opening, he changed his expression to a smile. But no one answered. 


Gandalf slowly crept into the room to find a ferret hanging on to the other side of the door 

handle. “Radagast! My old friend!” he called as he shut the door behind him, avoiding the 

ferret by pushing on the wood instead of the handle. He heard a crash, and many birds flew 

out of a room to the back. Gandalf then began to step forward towards a low entry way, 

when he heard a grunt. “Just...a …..moment.” There was a long period of time before he 

saw the wizard covered in a earthen brown robe. Radagast was juggling clay pots filled with 

varieties of feed. He leaned over and set the dishes on the floor. Five or six different animals 

came running towards the nutriment, and ate all of it eagerly. “What greedy friends you 

have!” Gandalf said as he hugged Radagast into a manly embrace. Radagast looked 

around at his animals, his brow crinkled in exhaustion. “Yes. It has been quite hard to feed 

my companions since my latest visit.” Radagast motioned Gandalf towards a room with a 

table, and two wooden chairs. The room was small, but cozy. Multiple birdhouses hung on 

the walls with greenery, and on the table was a small dish, filled with grain. Behind the table 

was a fireplace, which was slowly dying. Radagast pulled out a chair, and sat in it, 

stretching out, and yawning. Gandalf too began to sit down, and a mouse which was on the 

table, scurried away. “Your latest visit?” Gandalf questioned. Radagast looked at the grain 

on the table. “There is a….bear ripping up the forest.” Radagast looked sadly out the 



window to his right, as if lost in thought. He shrugged then said “I normally have no 

problems with bears.” Gandalf followed his gaze, and tilted his head to the side as he 

looked back at Radagast. “What makes this one so different?” Radagast looked at Gandalf 

for a split second, then his eyes filled with worry and he turned his head back to the 

*****window. “He…..he was massive. “….and…..and….he looked about 15 feet high!” 

Radagast was trembling, but he continued. “I-I-I saw him from a distance, and he was no 

ordinary bear...with his blackish blue fur….and I swear his canines were at least 7 

centimeters long!” he said as he held up his shaking index fingers to show the length. 


Gandalf’s mind was filled with questions, and he almost found the news unbelievable. 

Radagast was known to be a little loopy at times, but seeing his big, worried eyes, and his 

shaking hands, he couldn’t be lying! But he was still lacking certainty. “Are you sure you 

saw such a creature?” Gandalf asked. Radagast looked at Gandalf with round eyes. He 

exhaled and inhaled multiple times sitting upright, then slumped down in his chair. “I’m 

most certain! I’d never imprison my animals in such a place! The woods are where they are 

truly happy!” Radagast took out a pack from his pocket, and he opened it. Inside were 

mushrooms, and he plopped a couple in his mouth. He offered Gandalf one, and he 

declined, and Radagast continued talking after swallowing the mushrooms. “With this bear 

running around, the birds can no longer sing as beautifully, and the rabbits can no longer 



eat the fresh dandelions.” “And worst of all.........-my poor, poor Sebastian can no longer eat 

the snails from underneath the spotted log!”  


Gandalf had sympathy for Radagast. He knew how much he cared for his animals, and he 

wanted to see what he could do. “I will find your harrowing bear you speak of.” Gandalf 

stood and waved his staff in the air playfully. “- It only takes a sleeping spell to transport a 

beast away.” It was a full minute before Radagast stood, and when he did he said “Of 

course! A sleeping spell!” You could tell he was trying to sound confident, but his hands 

were still shaking, and he wasn’t looking directly at Gandalf. Gandalf could  tell he didn’t 

want to go, and being a good friend, he decided to go alone. “Of course the spell would 

work better if I was the only one going..” Gandalf knew this was not true, and so did 

Radagast, but he played along. “Yes, yes, my staff is also not working properly. The cris-” 

Gandalf interrupted. “-the crystal is not in place.” Gandalf nodded. “There are many 

reasons why I must go alone.” Gandalf headed for the door, and Radagast opened it for 

him. “See you later my old friend.” Radagast said. “You can guarantee it.” Gandalf said as 

he trotted off on his pony towards the Misty mountains, where Radagast had said he’d last 

seen the bear. Gandalf was puzzled about how Radagast met the bear, but didn’t want to 

ask any questions that have might have been too confusing. Was Radagast telling the 

truth? Gandalf was about to find out.


__________________________________________________________________________________




   ***Gandalf rode on his pony, walking through Mirkwoods canopy of leaves, and vines. He 

was almost to  The Misty Mountains. It was then when he heard a multiple cracks of 

branches, and he heard a growl. His pony reared, and Gandalf landed on the mossy ground 

with a thud. His pony had galloped away. He hadn’t noticed his hat, which had fallen in 

front of him behind a large root of a tree. He did notice though, that his staff had fallen in 

the mud, and he picked it up. It was a bit dirty, but he didn’t mind. Gandalf stood, and when 

he did, he looked around the mossy forest of Mirkwood. He looked around for his pony, but 

it was not where to be seen. Gandalf sighed, and rubbed a sore spot on his lower back. He 

walked a few feet, then looked to the east. If he walked forward three miles, then east five 

miles, he would be at the Great River of Wilderland. Gandalf walked 2 miles, then decided 

to rest at a tree. Looking into a dark corner surrounded by trees, he began to close his 

eyes. But then he saw a glimmer in the darkness. “What is that?” he thought. Gandalf 

squinted his eyes. There was another glimmer. He felt a breeze of warm wind on his neck. It 

smelled of fish….and flesh? Gandalf blinked, then began to get up, and when he arouse, 

the glimmer in the darkness faded, and out appeared a Massive creature. It held the shape 

of a bear, but was about two times as big as a grizzly. Its fur was thick and matted, and was 

the color of oil. Its paws were about 40 centimeters in length and his eyes were about the 

size of ping pong balls, and were pitch black. Gandalf held his staff firm, and began to step 

back to perform the sleeping spell but he, tripped over a root, fell backwards, his staff 

zoomed to the side, and his speech sound twisted. “Jister limber kar lick tim linian




sh---AGHgooo!”  He landed with a thud again. Gandalf’s forehead crinkled in pain. He sat 

up, and the bear was nowhere in sight. “Ha! He must have thought I was too gaunt for him.” 

he said to himself. As he stood, he looked to his right to find his staff, which was  next to 

his new pointed hat. He bent over and grabbed his hat which he placed on his head, and 

bent over to pick up his staff, when he heard a low humming. It was a familiar tune, and it 

came to him that it was a song called “The Misty Mountains Cold.” He looked all around 

him, but all he could hear were cicadas in the trees, and It made the melody of the song he 

was hearing even more majestic. Not wanting to bring back the bear, he whispered. “Who’s 

there?” the tune stopped, and he heard a voice, which was coming from above. Gandalf’s 

head shot upwards. “It is only me sire, but if  you wish to see someone else, head east.” 

Who was this voice coming from? There were no eagles in the sky, and no one could 

possibly be following him, well possibly the bear. But bears couldn’t talk. “Who-who are 

you? And better….. where are you?” Gandalf said. The voice chuckled from above. It was 

an echoing voice, and was of a unknown foreign accent. “I am your follower. I follow you 

wherever you go! That is… if you allow me. And I am located on your head.” Gandalf was 

puzzled. “My head?” Gandalf asked confusedly.


“Yes sire. Humans call our species hats.” A few seconds passed. “Oh! How silly of me to 

not introduce myself! I am Madyrie! Your personal…..hat? Oh anyway…….Is there anything 

I can help you with? I’ve been on many adventures and-” Madyrie talked about his 

adventures, but Gandalf stopped listening when he heard the name, “Madyrie”. How could 



his hat talk? Gandalf had never worn a hat before this one. Do all hats talk? “Excuse me 

Madyrie, but how can you talk?” Gandalf asked. Madyire answered almost immediately. 

“Have you forgotten master? You have given me the gift of speech, and I am glad for it too! 

I had to go on all those adventures without talking. What gruesome thing it was! But now I 

can talk! But only when I’m on someone’s head, and I can’t speak freely, only to the person 

who is wearing me.” 


In an instant it all came clear to Gandalf. He had put a spell on the hat when he had tripped! 

He wanted to undo the spell, but he didn't know how. Just then, he heard a sharp whinny. 

Was that his pony? Gandalf crept towards the sound. Through the trees he saw the pony 

was being cornered by the ferocious bear.


But something odd was happening. The bear wasn’t attacking, though it was on its hind 

legs. Hiding behind a large rock, Gandalf had a good view of what was happening. Slowly 

the bear got smaller, and smaller. Its fur disappeared, and its paws turned into hands. After 

a few minutes, the bear had turned into a man. 


His arms were muscular, and his face hadn’t changed much. He had a mane of blackish-

brown hair, a thick beard, and bushy eyebrows. His eyes had changed though, from black 

to a light brown. The man walked closer to the pony, which was now clam, and he stroked 

its neck. He moved his hand across to the pony’s flank, then down to the leg. Gandalf had 

now decided to show himself. “A shapeshifter who openly attacks one’s horse is a fool 

indeed.” The man jerked his head to the voice. When he saw Gandalf, he mumbled. “And 



an old man who doesn’t come looking for his steed sooner, is indeed a fool.” Gandalf 

walked towards his pony, and the skinchanger backed away. “Your horse has a sprained 

leg, and he is old.” Gandalf looked away from the pony, and back at the skinchanger. “And 

it is no more than a sprain. It will heal.” Gandalf replied, as he began to lead his mount. The 

skinchanger looked at Gandalf, then back at the pony. He looked as if he was trying to 

decide whether or not to speak. “Your pony will not heal by itself. A few miles away from 

here is my home. It lies between the Misty Mountains and Mirkwood.” With Gandalf’s face 

turned away from the skinchanger, he smiled, then whispered, “Madyrie my friend, what do 

you say?” “An adventure you can talk on, is an adventure you must go on!” The hat 

answered cheerily. Gandalf turned around, and followed the skinchanger towards his home. 

On the way, Gandalf and Beorn, (The skinchangers name) talked. (Beorn was not much of a 

talker.) Gandalf did most of the talking. He was okay with this, because that meant Madyrie 

could listen in. 


It was a long walk, and it gave many opportunities to talk about different things. “I 

remember traveling to the Iron Hills and meeting dwarves. They-” Gandalf couldn’t finish his 

sentence. “Dwarves are creatures that are as foolish as rats. They find whatever food they 

can, and bring their little friends along with them.” Beorn said this with disgust, and his eyes 

stayed forward. Gandalf’s eyebrows raised at his remark, but he quickly resumed talking, 

switching the topic. 




After a 10 mile walk (roughly 2 hours) they were standing in front of a hedge-like-wall, with a 

large opening to walk through. It lead into a large field surrounded by the wall. In front of 

them lay gardens, barns, stables, sheds, and a long wooden house. “Follow me.” he said, 

and Gandalf obeyed. Beorn lead him to the stables, and took the pony’s lead. He showed 

gandalf the swelling on the back leg of the horse, and what to use. Behind the stables, and 

the house, was a huge garden. It was filled with varieties of flowers, vegetables, fruits, 

herbs, and most of all, honey. Even from being inside of the stables, you could still hear the 

low buzzing from the bees. And you could smell the pots filled with the gooey substance, 

which were sitting on a shelf above three or four of the stables. Each stall was open, and 

Gandalf could see why. Three beautiful white horses were roaming around in the field. 

When Beorn said he had to go to the garden to get more herbs, then horses followed him 

freely, and didn’t step on, or eat, any of the crops. 


While Beorn was gone, Gandalf described the surroundings to Madyrie. Beorn came back 

with the herbs, fed them to Gandalf’s pony, then led it into a stall. With a click of the gate, 

Beorn turned to Gandalf. “The pony will have to stay here for its leg it heal.” He said. 

Gandalf didn’t know what to say. “Trade your horse for another form of transportation!” 

Madyrie said cheerily. At first, Gandalf thought this a stupid idea. Who would want a lame 

pony? But then, he thought of something, and smiled to Beorn. “Say, do you have a cart?” 

Beorn was puzzled by Gandalf’s random question, but he replied. “Yes I do have a cart. I 

have a cart a dwarf left after being chased by a random bear.” he smirked as he said the 



word “bear”  “-in fact I still have the carriage horse. A strong fellow he is.” Gandalf smiled. 

His plan might work. “How about your cart, and horse, for my pony.” Beorn laughed a 

bellowing laugh. “You think I would trade for your lame pony?” Beorn laughed again. 

Gandalf shrugged at Beorn’s reply. “Well. I must be going.” Gandalf opened the gate of the 

stall, and led the limping pony out. “Wha-what are you doing?” Beorn said as he looked at 

Gandalf in unbelief. Gandalf Looked from the pony to Beorn. “I simply won't have time for 

the pony. You see, I am in SUCH a big hurry, and will probably drop him off at the butcher 

on the way.” Gandalf said calmly. Gandalf began to mount the pony, when Beorn said, 

“Wait! I’ll take your trade.” He watched Gandalf dismount, then Beorn ran behind the 

garden, and came back with the cart, and the strong carriage horse. They traded, and 

Gandalf got onto the Carriage, and took the reins in his hands. Beorn turned to put the 

pony back into the stall, when Gandalf stopped him, and asked: “Say, are their any eagles 

nearby?”


__________________________________________________________________________________


   Madyrie and Gandalf chatted on the way to The Misty Mountains, and when Gandalf 

stopped the cart, and said “We’re here!” Gandalf looked out onto the cliff. It descended into 

a wide ditch, and at the end was a river.  Madyrie replied with “Where master?”


“Onto your next adventure!” With that, Gandalf took off Madyrie, lied him on the ground, 

and said a bunch of words, and pointed at him with his staff. In seconds, Madyrie floated 



off the ground, spun around in circles, then burst into a gigantic flying bird. Madyrie the hat, 

was now Madyrie the eagle. He was all brown except one light colored set of feathers 

which were on his tail. Madyrie landed on the edge of the cliff clumsily. “You may not get 

the gift of speech...but promise me this,” “Come to me in my time of need.” Madyrie 

nodded, then flew off.


__________________________________________________________________________________


A few years later in the Shire, 

An old hobbit sat outside a hat 

shop with a book. Multiple 

young hobbits sat around him, 

either on blankets, or on the 

fresh grass. “Mr.Thomas sir? 

What story are you going to tell 

us today?” said one red-

headed girl. The hobbit smiled, 

and looked down at the book, 

he said in a raspy voice, “Well 

children, today I am to tell you 

a story about Madyrie The 

Hat.”





